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Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send


















For rides or info call
Ciara at 581-6778
Come meet the KayDee Ladies 
we’re girls that just wanna have fun!
ΚΔ ?ΚΔ ?ΚΔ ?ΚΔ ΚΔ ?Δ ΚΔ ?Δ ΚΔ ?Δ ??




























T h i s W e e k e n d A t
DJ 9 -Close BOTH NIGHTS
$1 Sho t Spec i a l s
New... 2 Golden Tee Four Machines,
Chance to win a trip to Peurto Villarta and 
a Golden Tee Fore Machine Come in and see details
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A smile is the chosen vehicle for all ambiguities.
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that I was wholly
unprepared for.”Alexandra Harold
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
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Does the object in the picture to the left look familiar?  It better, it’s
a locust shell.These can be found all over trees as Cicadas break 
through the shell and prepare for flight.
 ?? In 2002 the Charleston area will experience a swarm of Cicadas as the 13-year brood
emerges from the ground. And in 2004 and 2007, Charleston will be hit with the 17-year
emergence of two different broods of locusts.
 ??Cicadas are buried 1 1/2 to 2 inches underneath the soil.
 ??The 13-year and 17-year periodical Cicadas are different from the “Dog day” Cicada for
these emerge every year and have a three year life cycle.
 ??Cicadas don’t sting or bite, but they can cause damage to small trees from their habit 
of laying 20-400 eggs in living twigs.
Atglance





Diverse departmental panel sings praises of assessment
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Survey reveals students’apathy toward government 
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Fri. & Sat. Night
DJ
10 PM - 1 AM
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Honor student hostage plays
key role in her own release
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Business in the front party in the back
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We’ve Got People Talking. Our People.
Our people are talking to their friends about working at Starved Rock
Lodge.  Why?  Because they know better than anyone else how fun, exciting, and
rewarding it can be to join our team.  If you’re looking for a friendly place to
work this summer or after graduation with advancement opportunities, check out
the following!  These full and part time positions are located at 
???????? ????? ????? in Utica, Illinois (North Central Illinois)
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Internships in many departments including 
•Sales & Marketing Management  •Souviner Clerks
•Veranda Servers   •Cooks  •Dishwashers
•Gift Shop Clerks  •Front Desk Clerks  
•Cafe Clerks  •Phone Operators  •Bussers











when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 5/13/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
Jordan closer to making an NBA comeback?
????? ??????
?????????? ?????
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Panthers downed by SEMO
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Otahkians beat Eastern, 7-3
Latin America bound
Britton to play in Argentina, Brazil this summer
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I’m really excited about it.Not only will I get to stay sharp
and play down there,but I’ll have the opportunity to help
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Late night television shows used to be the most talked
about programs on the air. Remember when the Leno-
Letterman war was the biggest thing since sliced bread?
These days, there are so many choices on any given
weeknight that most have forgotten all about the good old
days when there were only a handful of choices. Carson or
Arsenio? Letterman or Sajak?
There are six major players in the late night game these
days. There’s relative youngster Conan O’Brien, Carson
replacement Jay Leno, king of smarm Craig Kilborn, the
pretentious Bill Maher, cable maven Jon Stewart and, of
course, David Letterman. How do these hosts stack up
these days?
“The Tonight Show with Jay Leno” (NBC, 10:30 p.m.)
- The oldest game in town is also the lamest. Night after
night, Leno delivers his endless monologue filled with jokes
that the average person can see coming a mile away. The
highlights of Jay’s show are often the Headlines segments
(which are contributed by viewers, not the show’s writers)
and the “man-on-the-street” segments, the novelty of
which is gone now that the game show “Street Smarts” has
taken that idea and run wild with it.
To his credit, Jay does get the big-name guests, and he
somehow can turn a seemingly lame guest into the star of
the show. His repartee with Pamela Anderson Lee is often
very entertaining.
Overall, Leno has gotten stale. His show could use a
shot in the arm, or at least a new sidekick – does Kevin
Eubanks ever stop laughing?
Grade: C-
“The Late Show with David Letterman” (CBS, 10:30
p.m.) - Dave’s been better than ever in his post-heart
surgery era.While the writing may not be as sharp as it has
in the past, Dave is as sharp and as salty as ever. He knows
exactly when the joke’s not working, and he often uses that
fact to his advantage, winning the audience back.
Paul Shaffer is still a good straight man, and stage
announcer Alan Kalter’s periodic appearances are always
welcome. And you can’t deny the greatness of that clip of
the goose eating out of that woman’s mouth.
What I like best about Dave is his grace towards his
musical guests and the quality of those guests. Within a
two-week span, Dave gave the spotlight to underappreciat-
ed crooner Nick Cave and bluegrass and country greats
Alison Krauss, Gillian Welch and Emmylou Harris, perform-
ing a song from “O Brother,Where Art Thou?” Dave loves
his job, and it shows.
Grade:A-
The stars of night
Late night TV consumes audiences
David  Letterman Craig Kilborn Bill Maher
John Stewart Conan O’Brien Jay Leno
Eleven Days performs tongiht
page 3b
Harris shines on screen
page 5b





See Late Night on Page 7b










That Verge Column 
Why, Disney, why???
I have come upon something that is quite trou-
bling lately. I was just reading a magazine and I
came to an article talking about the sequel to
“Dumbo.” Yes “Dumbo,” the beloved Disney car-
toon from 1941 that many generations of kids
have held dear to their hearts. I still love this
movie and I find it horrible that Disney is going to
tarnish the image of this great movie by making a
sequel to it. 
Why does the Disney Corporation have to do
this? I know that the sequel will probably make
money because it is a well-known name and par-
ents will buy it for their kids. This still does not
make it right. I think that a law should be passed
that makes it illegal to make a sequel to a movie
after the original makers are dead. I think if the
person who made the movie magical in the first
place isn’t around to approve or make the sequel,
it shouldn’t be made. Disney has been doing the
sequel thing for a long time. With all the “Herbie
the Lovebug” and “Absent Minded Professor”
sequels and remakes, but until a few years ago the
animated features were left untouched. It wasn’t
until the two straight to tape sequels of “Aladdin”
were a success that the Disney Corporation start-
ed realizing what kind of easy money they had at
their disposal. Soon came sequels to “Beauty and
the Beast,” “Lion King” and “The Little Mermaid”
that were all successful in one way or another. I
had no problem with these because they were
made in a time where sequels are common place
and the originals weren’t old enough yet to find a
place in the hearts of many generations of kids. I
didn’t even mind when “Fantasia 2000” was
released because Walt Disney always envisioned it
to be a long running series of movies.
The first warning sign of things to come was
February’s release of “Lady and the Tramp 2:
Scamp’s Adventure.” The original was almost made
50 years ago and is a movie that actually deserves
the Disney Masterpiece logo that Disney gives to
any animated movie they have ever made. There
are so many beloved scenes in the movie that it
would take too long to list them all, and yet from
now on, those scenes are tarnished because
someone had to come along and try to duplicate
the success. I have only seen the advertising for
the movie and from the footage I have seen, it
seems like the makers of the new one just put the
new characters in the same scenes that are now
classics.
Is there any possibility that good will come out
of Disney "opening their vaults" and making
sequels of every movie they can think of? The one
plus I could think of is the animation might be a lit-
tle better because of the technological advances
that have happened in the last half-century. Also,
one of the most enjoyable movies ever made, “Toy
Story 2,” was a sequel, so maybe magic can happen
twice. 
Just because magic can happen twice doesn’t
mean it will. Movies are made all the time that are
bad and bomb at the box-office. The difference is
most of these times the movie is not the offspring
of a beloved movie. Remember when “Psycho”
was remade a few years ago? Remember how bad
it was and how ridiculed it was? The same thing
will happen to these movies because they are just
as beloved, but by a different audience. If I worked
at Disney, tarnishing the respect that their classic
animated movies have just to make a quick buck
would not be worth it by a long shot.
What if “Dumbo” and “Lady and the Tramp”
aren’t your favorite Disney movies? The article
that I read states that sequels to “Peter Pan,” “101
Dalmatians “and “The Jungle Book” are on their
way. For any fans that used to or still do cherish
these movies: be scared, be very scared.
***
send comments or questions to ryan at
swinger270@hotmail.com, or call 581-2812.
Hey Quiz Kid:




Andy Mitran portrayed the role of bandleader Professor Andy on “The Bozo Show” through the 1980s
when guys like us were still watching the show. A longtime staple of Chicagoland television, “The Bozo
Show” is finally coming to an end this year with its final telecast on Sunday, August 26. WGN-TV cut the
show back to one day a week back in 1995, with Joey D’Auria as the happiest clown on the block. D’Auria
has been in the role since the early ‘80s when original Bozo Bob Bell passed away.
  
















* Cleanest Salon in Town










610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-6700
M, W-F  9-5
Tues      9-7





4 Highly Trained Therapists
means more appointment flexibility
Gift Certificates available
Call Now  348-8284
Bells Flower Corner
we do flowers right
345-3919
1335  Monroe Ave.
Char les ton,  IL
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Eleven Days 9 p.m. Fri. Apr. 13 Gunner Buc’s $3 235-0123
Jazz Happy Hour 5:30 p.m. Sat. Apr. 14 Friends & Co. free 345-2380
Jazz Happy Hour 5:30 p.m. Sat. Apr. 21 Friends & Co. free 345-2380
Jazz Happy Hour 5:30 p.m. Sat. Apr. 28 Friends & Co. free 345-2380
from The Verge Staff
“Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon” 8 p.m. Fri. Apr. 13 Buzzard Auditorium free N/A
The Acoust’Cats 9 p.m. Sat. Apr. 14 Gunner Buc’s $2 235-0123
Open Mic Night 10 p.m. Wed. Apr. 18 Friends & Co. free 345-2380
Open Mic Night 10 p.m. Wed. Apr. 25 Friends & Co. free 345-2380
Open Mic Night 10 p.m. Wed. May 2 Friends & Co. free 345-2380
Happy Easter 







Eleven Days to return to Charleston area tonight 
Recently appearing at Marty’s
“Return to Spring Break” festival,
Eleven Days will be returning to
the local area to play at Gunner
Buc’s tonight at 9.
Hailing from Shelbyville, the
band, composed of musicians
Tim McConnel on bass guitar,
Josh Jones on guitar, David
Caughran on lead guitar and
Mike Wake on drums, has been
together since August 1999 and
has opened for RCA recording
artists, Vertical Horizon at
Sneaky Pete’s in Effingham during
this past August.
The band members are
“determined to beat the odds,
and seem to have that special
spark that may just take them all
the way in the toughest business
there is,” the band’s Web site,
www.elevendays.com, said.
Eleven Days has already beat
some odds by being named one
of the “Best Unsigned Bands in
North America,” by Musician’s
Guide Magazine. The band com-
peted in a field of more than a
thousand entries from through-
out the country.
The band is working on their
third cd, Caughran said. They are
in the middle of finishing it up in
the studio and should be
released around mid to late sum-
mer. The title of the CD is still
unknown.
The band has played in many
venues throughout Illinois and
has an upcoming gig at the “Taste
of Clayton” music and food festi-
val in Clayton, Mo.
The crowd should be pre-
pared to hear more original
songs by the band and only a few
cover songs.
“A lot of the songs that I
write have to do with the roller
coaster rides that relationships
bring to us,” Jones said. “I feel
that a lot of people can relate.”
The band has two CDs avail-
able to the public for purchase.
These CDs can be bought on
their Web site.
Run-DMC’s loses their crown with new CD
Everybody knows who Run-
DMC is. Damn near everyone
can sing “Walk This Way,” their
classic collaboration with rock
band Aerosmith.
Unfortunately, that was
recorded in the mid-1980s and
Run-DMC has been trying to
reproduce that success ever
since.
They are arguably the greatest
hip hop group ever to rock a
mic. They influenced the sound,
look and attitude of hip hop and
pulled it out of the streets of
New York and onto the national
stage. They’ve got more classic
albums and songs under their
belts than most musicians could
hope for.
But Rev Run, DMC and Jam
Master Jay haven’t realized that
hip hop is a music that revolves
around the maxim, “What have
you done for me lately?” The
answer for Run-DMC, sadly, is
nothing.
“Crown Royal” is the band’s
newest album, their first since
1993’s “Down With The King,”
which, while not horrible, cer-
tainly deserved the lack of atten-
tion it received. And the new LP
shows that, while the group can
recognize current trends in hip
hop, it cannot adapt itself to
them.
For example, every MC and
his mother these days features at
least a dozen other performers
on his album, hoping that the star
power of others will translate
into increased sales for his LP.
The boys from Hollis, Queens,
try the same approach and it fiz-
zles, mostly because they
grabbed musicians from wildly
different genres.
Stephan Jenkins from Third
Eye Blind, Fred Durst, Nas,
Everlast, and Jagged Edge, among
others, all show up, and pretty
soon you can’t tell what the hell
you’re listening to.
Then Run-DMC tries to find
the rock-rap sound so popular
these days that they pioneered
on seminal cuts like “The Kings
of Rock.” However, their artistic
progeny have surpassed them in
blending the two sounds, and the
group is left scrambling to keep
up with them.
Jenkins produces and guests
on “Rock Show,” one of two
songs that sample “The Kings of
Rock,” and the track starts out
on speed metal, only gradually
slowing down to a normal hard
rock pace.
A rapper has never sounded
more out of place than Rev Run
does on this one.
Everlast helps out on “Take
The Money And Run,” which
comes across as a classic rock
song with rappers on it, as
opposed to a rap song with a
classic rock loop. It sounds more
like Run-DMC is guesting on an
Everlast track than the other way
around, although Whitey Ford’s
gritty voice fits in well.
“The School of Old” actually
succeeds, with Kid Rock produc-
ing and trading rhymes with Rev
Run, although it may not be pop-
ular with today’s hip hop audi-
ence. The 80s rhyme cadence
works extremely well over the
rock guitars.
Another trend Run-DMC buys
into is the superstar producer
that can put you over the top –
in this case, Jermaine Dupri,
whose protege, ReMarqable, han-
dles the production on “It’s
Over” and “Let’s Stay Together
(Together Forever).” Again, things
backfire, because the drums on
these tracks sound eerily similar,
with a choir chanting in “It’s
Over” and Jagged Edge crooning
on “Let’s Stay...,” which is basical-
ly a sequel to JE’s “Let’s Get
Married” remix.
And, of course, you have to
have a song rooted in Spanish
music, so Fat Joe stops by to
appear on “Ay Papi.” It’s got a
funky kick, but nothing that’s
going to make you press rewind.
This is not to say the whole
album is weak. “Crown Royal”
works, although Rev Run is the
only man on the mic. Actually,
DMC is mysteriously absent from
much of the album, leaving Run
and Jam Master Jay to carry the
load.
Fred Durst picks up that slack
on “Them Girls,” an uptempo
joint that will remind listeners of
Eazy E’s “Gimme That Nut,” and
it could catch on as a party jam.
But for the most part, Run-
DMC is still living in their glory
days. The phrase “since ‘83” is
repeated to many times to count
on the album, and many songs
degenerate into Run listing off
the group’s accomplishment and
just how much longer they’ve
been around than everybody
else.
Sorry, fellas, but that just may







Come see these tough guys perform tonight at Gunner Buc’s in
Mattoon.
photo courtesy of elevendays.com
by matt neistein
????????????
“Hi kids, we’re Run-DMC. We like to rap about good ol’ things, like sneakers
and Adidas jackets!”
photos courtesy of arista.com
?? ???????? ?? ???????????? ????????????????
Book weighs well with readers
Filled with romance and mys-
tery, love and deceit, Anita
Shreve’s “The Weight of Water”
(Little , Brown and Company
1997) transcends the typical adult
fiction genre and achieves a high-
er level of seriousness and con-
sciousness with its intricate and
flowing plot.
Jean Janes is a photojournalist
on a mission to solve a century-
old crime and in the process,
unearths fears hidden within her
own marriage. The story opens
with an air of foreboding as Jean
confesses, “I have to let this story
go. It is with me all the time now,
a terrible weight.” She continues
on to tell an astonishingly heart-
breaking story concluding with
the justification of several grisly
murders and the break-up of her
own marriage. Jean, her husband
Thomas, and their daughter Billie
have embarked upon an aquatic
voyage to Smuttynose Island in
Maine with Thomas’s brother
Rich and his new girlfriend,
Adeline. As the story develops, it
becomes clear both couples are
unhappy with their relation-
ships—evidenced by Jean consid-
ering Rich as more than a broth-
er-in-law and Thomas taking
secret swims with Adeline.
As Jean attempts to come to
terms with her own thoughts of
infidelity and the possibility of her
husband’s, the small boat they
travel on docks near Smuttynose
Island. Her only distraction from
her problems presents itself in
the form of several old unsolved
murders. Jean continues to inves-
tigate the murders that took
place well over one hundred
years ago — taking plenty of pho-
tographs along the way and steal-
ing from the library a diary writ-
ten by the only survivor of the
massacre, Maren Hontvedt.
At this point, the author
adeptly uses the diary as means
for several flashbacks to convey
how this woman survived and
how she came to Smuttynose,
Maine, from Norway in the first
place. Shreve displays Maren, the
young immigrant, as a kind
woman who simply misses her
homeland when she writes, “I
possess so very many wonderful
memories of those days of my
extreme youth … A child who
may grow to
adulthood with the sea and the
forest and the orchards at hand
may count himself a very lucky
child indeed.” Despite her whole-
some demeanor, Maren does
have a darker side. As she admits
in her diary, she marries a man
she does not love and immigrates
to America to escape the embar-
rassment of the incest she insti-
gated with her brother. 
Unlike other novels with jerky
transitions that leave the reader
feeling confused and betrayed,
“The Weight of Water” flows
between one hundred years ago,
the recent past, and the present
so clearly and easily it seems like
the reader is remembering it by
herself. Shreve also provides
character information and back-
ground stories even before the
reader realizes she wants them.
As Jean and her husband prepare
a meal on the boat and watch
their daughter Billie, Jean reveals,
matter-of-factly, how precious the
child is to them. She muses,
“Billie was six weeks old when
she began to cough… In the
emergency room, Bil l ie was
stripped naked and put into a
metal coverless box that later
Thomas and I would agree
looked like a coffin.”
The key to this stunning novel
is the intertwining of the past and
the present with the reader’s ulti-
mate realization that the two are
not different. All human beings
have redeemable characteristics
coupled with a darker, less
admirable self. Anita Shreve does
an excellent job of revealing both
sides of each character and let-
ting the readers decide which
they like.
“The Weight of Water”
Anita Shreve
Little , Brown & Company
   
by janet  mcgrath
????????????
Is there no doubt that this will turn into movie very soon?
photo courtesy of amazon.com
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Start the day off right!
• Daily Specials
• Breakfast Served All Day
Hours: M-F  5 AM - 2 PM
Sat   5 AM - 1 PM
614 Jackson Ave.
South Side of the Square 345-5089
The Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority ,Inc. 
would like to Congratulate its new members
Z.S.S.T.E.N.U.O.U.S.A
Latrice Campbell -- Captain Cozulation
Bithyah Graham  --  Deuce Diaphani
Kimbery Jenkins  --  Tre Tepere
Tamara Jordan  -- Anchor Quad Quint-Essence
Ships that sail together
Sail Forever.
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This is your man, Notorious
T.I.M., bringing you the best in
hip hop. This time I want to
concentrate on the aspect of
the business. Last time I asked
the question why the females
didn’t own much of the busi-
ness world. I would like to go
farther and talk about how rap-
pers act as entrepreneurs.
One person that comes to
my mind is Jay Z. People don’t
understand that even though
Jay Z, as a rapper, has sold mil-
l ions of albums, how many
records his Roc-A-Fella crew
has sold. I believe that the high-
est his crew got so far is gold.
By mainstream standards, that
is not good. People don’t know
that “Roc La Familia,” Jay Z’s LP,
was really a compilation CD
with the Roc-A-Fella family on
it, but he changed it at the last
minute and put his name on it.
The reason why he did that
was because he knew the LP
will sell better with Jay Z’s
name on it in comparison to
his whole crew. That’s confi-
dence in your artists. 
Jay Z also has been having
problems with Amil, who is
rumoured not to be happy with
the label. In the “Roc La
Familia,” Amil was barely on it.
She also only made guest
appearances once on Memphis
Bleek’s “The Understanding.”
Some people said Jay Z didn’t
like the fact that she gained
weight, I feel that the real rea-
son is because of her lackluster
record sales she had last year
on her debut LP. One upside to
Jay Z’s business affairs is his
clothing line. Roc-A-Fella has
be doing good and the clothing
sales are up in the eight figure
slot.
I believe Jay Z is probably
better off concentrating as a
money making rapper. His rap-
per turned business man is
unlike Master P or Puff Daddy.
The rumor is that Roc-A-Fella
is running into some financial
problems. He has good talent
in Memphis Bleek and Beanie
Sigel, but I feel he doesn’t pro-
mote them well enough to be
break out stars. I believe he
should cut his losses while he
can.
Some people say Master P
was crazy when he put the LPs
of all his people on “No Limit”
every month. The thing people
don’t understand is Master P
owns hi own label. His label is
not a branch of labels like Roc-
A-Fella, which is under Def
Jam. The only dealing he has
with the record company is dis-
tribution. He still keeps the
majority of his profits from LP
sales. That means if the LP goes
gold, he gets around 75 per-
cent. That is the equivalent of
going three to four times plat-
inum. So Master P’s opportuni-
ty costs is greater to not makes
these albums, because the
money he makes off of it is
greater then what Jay Z could
make off Memphis Bleek.
Ice T, who has been more
famous for his role in “New
Jack City,” and for helping lead
in gangsta rap with songs like
“Cop Killer” that has surprised
everyone by taking an
entrepreneur role. He sells his
albums on the Internet. In the
past he has only sold 200,000
to 300,000 of his LPs, but he
kept the majority of the profit
because he didn’t have to deal
with any major record label.
To not exclude the other
side, starting a label within a
major label helps you get a
more credible name quicker.
You have the connections from
the major labels under you.
Master P didn’t build “No
Limit” in one night.; it took him
several years. In the case of
Puff Daddy, his rise came quick
because Arista gave him a lot of
money to start with. Master P
didn’t have as much capital. The
parent company connection
helps Puff because he got a
good deal. He has the option
to buy Arista and half of Bad
Boy if he wants to.
The thing is that most peo-
ple label deals don’t work out
like that.. They don’t have that
type of freedom with their
deals and leads them to fold.
This is the type of thing where
a person has to decide on their
own if a deal is good for them.
It is almost a gamble, some-
times you win, sometimes you
lose!!!
??????????????
?? ???????? ?? ?????????? ??????????????????
Harris paints dark, depressing portrait in ‘Pollack’
Ed Harris pretty much never
lets us down. I first took notice
of him in James Cameron’s under-
water saga, “The Abyss,” a good
film that had the potential to be
great. Harris’ performance as the
take-no-crap skipper was great,
and his performances have con-
tinued to dazzle us in films like
“Apollo 13,” “The Truman Show”
and “Glengarry Glen Ross.”
With last year’s acclaimed
“Pollock” (rated R for vulgarity),
Harris has hit the pinnacle of his
career. Not only is his portrayal
of abstract artist Jackson Pollock
astounding, his direction of the
film is impeccable. And to think
that this is his directorial debut.
With “Pollock,” Harris has
made a very quiet, very visually
poetic fi lm. There are more
scenes in “Pollock” than in your
typical two-hour trip to the
movies, and many of those scenes
are there to simply show us the
way two people look at each
other, or something as mundane
as Jackson Pollock taking his first
trip to the grocery store in town.
This is a film about feeling, about
unspoken things, like Pollock’s
painting.
The fi lm establishes that
before Pollock became a famous
painter, he was a drunkard living
in a small New York apartment
with his brother’s family. They
don’t much care for him, and they
soon move out, leaving Pollock to
fend for himself.
Enter Lee Krasner (Oscar win-
ner Marcia Gay Harden), a fellow
abstract artist who tracks Pollock
down when she learns that their
works will be shown together.
Krasner sees Pollock’s work and
instantly falls in love with both
him and his paintings. They even-
tually marry, and Krasner pretty
much devotes her entire life to
making Pollock the best painter
he can be.
As Krasner, Harden steals
nearly every scene she appears in.
For everything that has been said
about Harris’ performance, it
would be nothing without Marcia
Gay Harden. Along with
Catherine Zeta-Jones’ turn as the
drug lord’s wife in “Traffic ,”
Harden’s performance was one of
the very best from any actress in
the year 2000.
What we in the audience dis-
cover pretty quickly is that
Pollock is not a very likable per-
son, normally something that
would be a detriment to the title
character of any film. Pollock
drinks himself into rages, cheats
on his wife with art gallery guru
Peggy Guggenheim (Harris’ real-
l i fe wife Amy Madigan) and
wavers between embracing his
fame and rejecting it. In one tense
scene, Pollock proclaims himself
to be the only painter in America
that matters. Later, he begins his
eventual downward spiral with a
drunken rant at a documentary
filmmaker that has been following
him around.
Somehow, “Pollock” is able to
make us care about this man, and
even more about his wife. It is
fascinating to think that someone
like Lee Krasner who had quite a
bit of talent herself would basical-
ly put her career on hold for a
drunken louse of a husband.
Some would call that stupidity;
the way Harris tells the story, I’d
call it love.
What would a film about a
painter be without scenes of the
artist at work? “Pollock” has sev-
eral of these scenes, many of
them extremely fascinating. One
sequence shows Pollock painting
a 8’ by 20’ mural in one burst of
inspiration that keeps him up
overnight. Harris’ energy in this
scene is palpable, and the film
reaches an adrenaline high that
the story doesn’t provide any-
where else.
Of course, any film about a
starving artist who drinks himself
to death can’t be all fun and
games. The last 20 minutes or so
of “Pollock” bring the film to a
screeching halt, which is appro-
priate in a way since they portray
the end of Pollock’s life. For the
audience, however, the effect
works against the film. When the
movie ends, we feel a bit cheated,
not only because it ends so sud-
denly, but also because we have
been deprived of Marcia Gay
Harden, who disappears com-
pletely about 25 minutes from
the finish. The last scenes are a
testament to Harden’s perfor-
mance; though she won an Oscar
for Best Supporting Actress, it is
she who carries the film.
“Pollock” is a fabulous first
effort from Harris, who, as a
director, shows a patience that is
lacking from many of today’s film-
making efforts. To think that
Harris starred in a Michael Bay
fi lm (“The Rock”) and then
makes “Pollock” four years later
is staggering. Perhaps ten years
from now, we will know Harris as
the great underappreciated direc-
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ABOVE: Marcia Gay Harden
shows off the newest item in the
Victoria’s Secret.
RIGHT: “Okay, time to once





For a Coupon in the Coupon Insert on 
April 19th!
Reserve Your Spot Today!
581.2812
Start Off Summer Right With A New HAIRCUT!
OPEN DAILY 10:00 A.M. To Midnight
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a the Verge of the~· 
'late night,' from lb· 
.. Late Nlpt with Conan 
O'Brien° (NBC. 11 :30 p.m.) -
·Let's face it: Conan just hasn't been 
the same since Andy Richter left. 
S4i:_e, he still has the goofy charac-
ters and the unbelievaf?ly off-color 
humor, but without Andy, the stew 
just isn't as tasty. 
O f course, Conan does score 
high on the guest-o-meter. He 
often schedules more interesting 
guests than his competitors, but 
not necessarily mo re famous 
guests. Arld you can't complain 
about the musical guescs. He had 
They Might Be Giants on last 
week. Enough said. 
Grade:B-
"The late Late Show with 
Craig IUlbom" (CBS, 11 :30 
p.m.) - Craig Kilborn is one of the 
!~likable personalities on tele-
vision, a man .so smariny that ydu 
wonder why anyone would want 
to talk to him. His monologues 
and news segments are often 
unfunny, and I really do not care 
even to look at him. 
That being said, his interviews 
are surprisingly good· ~at times, 
especially during the "Five 
Questions" segment that he origi-




"Polltically Incorrect with Biii 
Maher" (ABC, 11 :00 p.m.) -
Maher himself is often too prete!'-
dous to handle, but the forum his 
show presents Is often interesting. 
especially when he throws togeth-
er a panel that might feature a 
Republica:n speech writer, a liberal 
author, a "Baywatch" babe and 
Marilyn Manson (a four- or five-
time guest by now). · 
Unfortunately, the debate is 
often so heated that arguments 
overlap each other and you can't 
make out what everyone is saying. 
The answer: extend the show 
bocktoan . ~ ..,..,..,. 
as in the C~entral days. 
Otherwise , why bother? 
Grade: 8-
.. The Dally Show with Jon 
Stewart" (Comedy Central, 
I 0:00 p.m.) - Last and certainly not 
least. "The Daily Show" is the best 
game in town these days. The 
show has been part1~' ularty great In 
the last few we , which is 
notable for the fa that Stewart 
himself has been away. 
Stewart is ever-affable, even 
when reading a biting joke at the 
expense of someone honorable, 
but the keys to the show are his 
.. correspondena," pwdc .. .., 
Sceve Carel (who .......... 
job as the fil-in anchor the lllt flw 
weeks) and Stephen Colbert. .,.._ 
merty of "Scrqers Wich Candy.'" 
Of course. they all pale in c:ompw-
lson to the weekly appearance by 
Lewis Black. arguably the· best 
stand-up comic working todar· 
Another important fact a.bout 
"The Daily Show" - they keep 
things short. The half-hour format 
works best for this brand of show, 
for it requires that the jokes come 
fast.And luckily for us. those jokes 
are often very, very funny. 
Grade: A 
Classifiedadv~r!~LQg ___ _ 
For rent For rent Sublessors 
276-5200 
Personals 
listed below. Anyone having qw.-
tions concemlng these 8X8fnl, OI 
llMdlng to pick up 1agl11t11dlun 
lorms, study guldn or needing 
assistance may contacl the Collge 1 BEDROOM HOUSE, PARTIALLY FURNISHED. AVAILABLE JUNE 
1 $300/MONTH. SECURITY 
DEPOSIT AND LEASE. 345-4010. 
_________ 01 
One bedroom apl. 2 blocks from 
campus. All utilities paid . 
S320l mo. 348·0006. 
_________ 01 
--------~13 
Female sublessor needed for 
summer. Close to campus and 
bals. Call Gina for details 345-
0870 
love you very much. Love, the 
Girls from Paradise (The 
Trashcan). 
---------~13 
Mandy Jo of AST- congrats on 
II you have not yet registered tor 
Summer or Fall. you should do so 
immedlately. Complete lnlormation 
is In the schedule bulletins, which 
are avallable In the Registration 
offloe. 
--Molly J. Evans. Assistant Director, 
Registration 
ol Education and Prolealunel , 
Studies In Room 1"'420 8uzDnS 
Hal. 
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur· 
nished apartments on campus. 
Signing Incentives. Call 348-1479 
___________ 01 
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, fur & 
unlum. No pets 345-7286 
_________ 01 
STUDENT APARTMENTS, May & 
Aug, ex cond, Furn & unfum .. 12 & 
3 bedroom, No pets 345-7286 
_ ________ 01 
STUDENT HOUSES, Fall 2001-
2.3.4. & 5 Bdrms, ex. cond .. fur & 
unfum. Most with laundry No Pets, 
$25().$300 per person 345-7286 
_________ 01 
Furnished. Clean, 3 BR house. 3 
or 4 girls. 1 /4 block from Old Main. 
Dishwasher. Off-street parking. 
Storage. 348-8406 
_________ 01 
Single Apts. $300 • $350. Lease 
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 
3 BEDROOM. OFF STREET 
PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 
346·3161. 
_________ 01 
2 Bedroom Townhouse 
Apartment. Furnished. Trash 
pickup included. 2 blocks from 
Campus. Call 348-0350. 
_________ 01 
LOOK 112 BLOCK FROM CAM-
PUS! Large one BR Apartment, 
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265 
_________ 01 
1426 9TH ST. 3 BR APT. NEW 
OWNER/MANAGEMENT. TOTAL 
RENOVATION EACH UNIT TO 
BE DONE SU 2001 LEASE AND 
SECURITY REQUIRED 348-
8305 FOR DETAILS 
_____ ____ 01 
LARGE 3 BR APARTMENTS 
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING, 
--------~13 
NEEDED: 3 GUYS NEED A 4TH 
ROOMMATE FOR A 10 MONTH 
LEASE. $220/ month. Almost on 
campus! 4 bedroom house- 1919 ' 
9th sL Call 342-3475 after Spm. 
--------~13 
SUMMER - CHEAP RENT 
SUPER CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 
VERY CLEAN 2 BDRM APT. 1-4 
PEOPLE. 348-5263 
--------~18 
Need Roommate Large 3 
Bedroom apartment right behind 
Jerry's. Cheap Rent, Few Utilrtles, 
Call 581·2006. 
________4/20 
Summer Sublessor 4 bedroom 
house conveniently located on 4th 
& Polk. Rent negotiable. Call 348-
7887. 
making Pink Panthers! Your sis-
ters are so happy for you! 
---------~13 
Angle Howard of AST· congralula· 
lions on being elected V.P. of Risk 
Management for PHC! Your SIS-
ters are so proud ol youl 
--------~13 
DOES YOUR PARENT HAVE A 
DRINKING PROBLEM??? VOL-
UNTEERS NEEDED TO FILL 
OUT A GRADUATE THESIS 
SURVEY ON GROWING UP AS 
A CHILD OF AN ALCOHOLIC. 
(KEPT CONFIDENTIAL) CON-
TACT LAURA AT ljwollf70hot-
mail.com OR 581-3829. 
--------~17 
INTERSESSION REGISTRATION 
II you have not yet registered lor 
Intersession classes. you should 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ________ 4f21 
: PEMA.1.a?"R'OOMMATES: INTERS£$..: · Needed for summer months. 
:sJON, SUMMER, FALL 2001 OR JAN: 
• 2002, 
• 
: "ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED", 
: 2 TELEPHONE LINES, W /D, DISH-
• WASHER, CABLE, MICROWAVE, 
A/C, COMPLETELY FURNISHED, 
CROSS THE BACK YARD AND 
YOU'RE ON CAMPUS, OFF STREET,. 
PARKING CONNECl'S TO CAMPUS! : 




August ·01 lo May '02. U1illtles 
Included. Charleston Square. 
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. 
--,-....- -----01 
FAfiL *51 - 'S bdnn hotJ99 for 
girls excettent 1ocat1oo. Laundry. 
AC No Pets 345-7288 
_________ 01 
Summer and Next School Year 
Sp8clou9 Fumished apartments 
from ~360 (1 BA) $4220 (2 
BA) Ideal b couple. 745 i1h 
Straet. C8I 581-7729 °' 345-
612Tar ~Oelu.~. .,. 
. • , ,.• 01 OLbET~ -APAATMENTS. 
1.21 & 3 BEDROOM APNIT· 
MENTS. ALL APARTMENT S 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PtiONE 
~(OlOE). 
_________ 01 
Apartments, houseS available lo< 
Fall. Nice and clean with variety 
to choose from, 1 bedroOm effi-
ciency, 2 bedroom apar1ments, or 
3 bedroom houses. Call 345-
5088. Po1eete Property Rentals. 
_________ 01 
NOW LEASING 2 BA FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE 
TO LIVE AND STUOYI NO PETS. 
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231 . 
_________ 01 
CAM PB Ell APARTMENTS. 
STUDIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM. HEAT. 
WATER, TRASH. ELECTRIC. 416 
6TH ST. 345-3754 
______ ___ 01 
New 2 & 3 bedroom apll. 
Furnished, utilities. Included, NO 
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001 
and FAU. 2001 . 2121 18th StrMl 
Cd~ Of 345-7007. 
~--------01 
FULLY FURNISHED. FURNISH-
INGS 3 YRS. OLD OR LESS, 
EXTREMELY NICE. 3 BR 
DUPLEX NEXT TO LANCE 
FULLY FURNISHED. WID 
INCLUDED. RETILED/RECAR-
PETED 8 MONTHS AGO. 
LARGE FENCED-IN BACK YARD. 
CALL 348-0157 FOR AODfTION. 
AL INFORMATION. 
_________ 01 
2 BA APTS. FU.L.l:t.E\J.ANISHED 
NEXT TO BUZZARD q..r>ING. 
AE(fARPETEDIRETILB> 9 
MoNlws AGO. QHLY 3 UNITS 
LEFT. A GREAT \ttl).(:M.4PUS 
LOCATION. CAll 348-0, 57 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION AND 
APPOfNTMENT 
_________ 01 
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. FUR· 
NISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD. 
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES, 




Nice 3 bedroom apartment and 
house al 1538 3rd straet and 1705 
11th street. Close to campus. 
Available June. 235-0405. 
___ ______ 01 
1 o month leases avail on s1udent 
rentals, houSeS and apartments, 
ax cond. No pets. 345-7286. 
_________ 01 
Large furnished apartment '°' 2 
close to campus. Fan tenn. 345-
7678. 
_________ 01 
~llU:f needed llw &nmer. 
One FREE rnonl'I Included. Clll 
Spacious 2 bedroom. furnished 
apartment with garage. 345-7710. 
________4/30 
3 BDM apt, ex-large f0< sublease 
1n Park Place. &Jmmer 2001 - call 
f0< details. 345-0714 
--------~16 
Eleven Days ls playing Gunner 
Buc's Friday. 9 pm See the 
Announcements 
Acousts' Cats Saturday. Great 
Musicians. Fun Show. Cover, 
Must prove 21. So. Rt 45, Mattoon 
Congratulations Nikki Latta of 
Delta Zeta on being llM!lerad to 
Ray Topps ol Pl Kappa Alpha] We 
-·· 
Official notices 
register 1mmedlately If you do not 
register for lnte?85Slon BY APRIL 
26. you win be assessed a $25 tate 
lee. The only exception to this late 
lee iS registration tor Intersession 
WORKSHOPS ONLY; you may reg-
ister lo< an Intersession ~ 
any time betore the wor1<shop begll\S 
and not be assesaed a late lae . 
-Molly J . Evans. Assistant Director • 
Registration 
REOISTRATION ,_..DEA 
ACTUALW, rrs NOT BAt> 
1HAT H6 SWAU..OWEC> 
A CW. PHONE •• , 
QUERN rT GRANT 
_ Quern IT Grant applications lor 
2001 ·2002 are now avallable lor 
B.S.J Math and Computer Science. 
B.S.B. Administrative Information 
Systems. and B.S.B. CompU1er 
Management majcn. Applications 
tor the S2.500Qr\tear grant may be 
obtained directly form ISAC at 
http;;//www.lsac-onfine.org °' from 
the Office ol AnanciaJ Aid Priority 
deadline tor submission to ISAC is 
May 1. 
-Cathryn Gordon, Ananclal Aid 
AdviSOf 
ASEP PROGRAM 
_StuOent Interested in the Alternate 
Secondary Education Program 
(ASEP) should attend one of three 
meetings. all In Buzzard 21<49. 
MONDAY. APRIL 16, 3-3:30 P.M_, 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18, 5-5:30 
P.M .. THURSDAY, APRIL 19. ~:30 
P.M. Anyone who cannot attend may 
call 581 • 739<4 tor an appointment. At 
these meetings, students can learn 
about ASEP's unique features and g 
et applications tor admission. 
- Audrey T. Edwards. Director. 
Alternative Secondary Education 
Program 
All applicants for Illinois teaching 
cen1ficates ( °' administrative or 
school service personnel cenlflcales 
) must pass the Illinois Certification 
Tests bek>re being Issued a cef1ifi-
cate Each applicant mus1 pass the 
ICTS BasJc Skills Test be taken early 
in one's college catMr and the sub-
ject-matter test(s) be taken after the 
completion ol al or most ol the 
courses In one's majof. Since these 
tests era gi\'90 ooiy lour times aech 
year, interested Individuals should 
be aware ol lhll dales and deadllflM 
. .._. . 
-----REGISTRATION 
_____ SCORE REPORT 
TEST DATE ------
DEADLINE DATE 
July 7, 2001 
May 25, 2001 ------
August 17. 2001 
-Or. Douglas Bower, Associate 
Dean College ol Education and 
Professlonal Studies " 
SPRING Sl.DEWAUC SALE 
Stop by the Textbook Rental Service 
and c:heck out OUf Spmg Sidew9lk 
Sale. Our week-long sale begins 
Monday, April 16, and ends Ff1day, 
April 20. Choose lorm many titles. 
Prices range from $.25 to $3.. Boob 
are also located Inside. We will be 
selling books from 9 am. to <4 p.m. 
during that week. rain or shine. 
-Carol Colley, Admlnls!TlllMI 
Assistant. 
IYmEPmll 
AT C.6A&T fJO~ 
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‘Spider’ movie not as good as Patterson’s book
“Kiss the Girls” was a surprise
hit in 1997 because it followed
the book by James Patterson and
it had two very good central per-
formances from Morgan Freeman
and Ashley Judd. Yet, “Kiss the
Girls” was not a great movie
because it was one of the weaker
books by Patterson. I was hopeful
when the news of the making of
“Along Came a Spider” came out
because I believe it is a better
book and could make a better
movie than “Kiss the Girls.”
Unfortunately, something hap-
pened in between the book and
the screen and the resulting
movie is a huge disappointment
to fans of the series and fans of
the genre.
Detective Alex Cross (Morgan
Freeman) is recovering from the
death of his partner when he gets
a phone call. On the other end of
the phone is Gary Soneji (Michael
Wincott), who just kidnapped the
daughter of a U.S. Senator.
Although Cross does not want to
get involved in the case, he is
soon sucked into it anyway. Cross
then starts working to get her
back with Secret Service Agent
Jezzie Flannigan (Monica Potter),
who was responsible for the girl.
Soon, Cross realizes that Soneji
did not do this for the money,
but for other reasons, and the
rest of the movie is about finding
out the hows and whys of the
plan.
The problem in “Along Came
a Spider” was not with the cast,
but with the director and screen-
writer. The book was written in a
way that it was screaming to be
turned into a movie. The only
thing that a screenwriter would
have to do is move the dialogue
and action from novel format to a
screenplay. Marc Moss decided
not to go this way and instead
“adapt” the novel in a whole new
way. Moss takes out characters
and events pivotal to the book
and series and adds new charac-
ters and scenes that were never
in the original material.
The opening scene with Cross’
partner dying was never in the
book and neither was that part-
ner. From the beginning, Cross
has only had one partner and that
was Sampson, who was in “Kiss
the Girls.”
The fact that “Kiss the Girls”
is set after the events of “Along
Came a Spider” is never even
mentioned in the movie. Moss
apparently didn’t know what a
prequel was, because the tech-
nology that the characters use in
“Along Came a Spider” is so
much more advanced than the
technology in “Kiss the Girls”
there is no way that “Along
Came a Spider” is set in a time
before it.
The thing that made “Along
Came a Spider” such a good
book was it had a character evil
and clever enough to make a
good adversary to Cross. It
seemed like Soneji was always a
step ahead of the police and a
half step ahead of Cross. The
movie had Soneji doing stupid
things that a rookie cop could
have caught  him in five minutes.
This is such a shame because
made right, Soneji could have
been on the same level of memo-
rable movie psychos with John
Doe from “Seven” and Hannibal
Lecter from “The Silence of the
Lambs.”
The director, Lee Tamahori,
shows no flair or style for this
movie. For a thriller to be effec-
tive a director has to make the
movie a little different in style and
substance. David Fincher perfect-
ed this for “Seven” and Gary
Fleder used bleak colors and a
frantic editing pace to enhance
the tension in “Kiss the Girls.”
Tamahori incorporates none of
these styles in “Along Came a
Spider” and the movie is hurt
because of it. There was nothing
in the movie that told me that
this was a major Hollywood
movie. There was almost no
emotion at the end of the movie,
which I believe there should have
been because of what the charac-
ters went through in the movie. I
would say more but I don’t want
to ruin the movie. I don’t know
how big a budget this movie had,
but it didn’t seem like it was too
big with some of the effects used
in the movie. “Along Came a
Spider” almost felt like a movie
that was made for the HBO or
Lifetime channels.
The movie was set at a good
pace with very few slow parts,
and contrary from what many
other critics have been saying, the
twists make sense in the world
the movie creates. Some of the
twists might actually surprise the
people who have not read the
book. The ending was another
thing that the chances of the
movie having a great ending gets
overplayed and falls to the ground
in a heap of burnt rubble. The
movie sets up the ending very
well with the twists and turns,
but at the last moment goes way
to far with it and people just
shake their head at the nonsense
it became.
The only thing that kept the
movie floating at the level of
mediocrity was the performances
by Morgan Freeman and Michael
Wincott. Enough has been said
about how Morgan Freeman
brings a great performance to
even the worst movie. Freeman is
always relaxed and has a delivery
that makes whatever he says
sound earth shattering. Although
Alex Cross is a lot younger in the
book, Freeman has the character
down cold.
Soneji was a very complex
character and needed an actor
that had range to convey him.
Although originally skeptical
about Michael Wincott, I now
believe that he was perfect for
the part. With his gravelly voice
that sounds like it could cut glass
and demeanor that was sane and
orderly and totally crazy at the
same time, Wincott made Soneji
come alive. Wincott even gave
Soneji added depth and emotions
to a type of character that is typi-
cally two-dimensional. There is
even one scene in the movie that
Wincott makes the audience
sympathetic to Soneji. Soneji the
character ultimately fails in the
movie because the character
itself was not as well written in
the movie as in the book. The
failing of the character has noth-
ing to do with Michael Wincott
and his performance.
My advice for people who are
thinking about seeing this movie
is to read the book instead.
There is really nothing special in
the movie to distinguish “Along
Came a Spider” from the many
other diabolical killer movies
made each year. The great per-
formances of Freeman and
Wincott are totally wasted in the
movie and the script itself was
not nearly as well done as even
“Kiss the Girls.” If a true fan of
the Alex Cross series or thriller
wants to see it, I would still rec-
ommend at least waiting for it at
the bargain theatre. If Paramount
decides to make another movie
out of the series, I hope that they
do a much better job than they
did on “Along Came a Spider.”
“Along Came a Spider”
Paramount Pictures
 
“Hello, let me speak to my agent...yes, its Morgan. Yes, I’m on the set.
You’re fired.  What’s next, Chain Reaction 2?’”
photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com
by ryan rinchiuso
????????????
The Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority ,Inc. 
would like to Congratulate its new members
Z.S.S.T.E.N.U.O.U.S.
Latrice Campbell -- Captain Cozulation
Bithyah Graham  --  Deuce Diaphani
Kimberly Jenkins  --  Tre Tepere
Tamara Jordan  -- Anchor Quad Quint-Essence
Ships that sail together
Sail Forever.
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175 Speed Super Bed w/ 32
Bulbs & 3 face tanners 
Walk-ins are welcome!
655 West Lincoln Suite 12348-8123
Baldwin Pontiac Buick GMC
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